The human operator is an integral part of a stable and safe power system.
Introduction
Large-scale interconnected bulk power systems exhibit complex dynamics managed in the short-term by automatic controls, and in the medium to long term by human operators, planning engineers and policy-makers. Power grids are characterized by local regions of stability around the operating point of the system [1] . This feature is critical to ensure stable and safe operation; the system's state variables must remain within the region of attraction or convergence (ROC) of the operating point during transients, faults and set-point changes. Automated control systems and protections are designed to maintain system conditions in the neighborhood of the operating points and safely within the stable regions. Outside of these stable regions human intervention is required to avoid system collapse toward regions of instability that can lead to large-scale outages and blackouts (Fig. 1) . As the mix of generation and load resources changes over time this ROC can change in ways which may challenge system operators. To facilitate the effectiveness of human intervention, a well-designed training and performance evaluation program is essential. Moreover, a well-defined metric of 'good performance' serving as the training goal is needed. One reasonable approach is to calculate the optimal solution for control tasks, and regard it as the performance reference.
However, it is not usually possible to calculate the optimal solution for a large-scale interconnected bulk power system, which makes the idea of 'good performance' vague and ill-defined. In addition, human operator inputs are composed of both mental and physical activities. However, how human factors such as attention, learning, adaptability, and the neuromotor control of movement affect human performance also remains undiscovered in the context of power systems control. Moreover, the context-dependent characteristics of human decision making behaviors again suggest the need for a reference model of a human-in-the-loop power system. Without identifying the inherent limitations of the human operator, it is difficult to set an achievable training goal.
Efforts in human-machine systems modeling and robust control theory provide a way to address the issues discussed above. To incorporate human behaviors in a system control design, a useful practice is to model a human as a control component in the feedback control loop. This component consists of the decision making led by the mental activity and the body movement controlled by the perceptual-motor organization. Therefore, we can distinguish the error resulting from the decision making process and the imprecision and delay caused by neuromotor sensing and control. Despite many successes, cybernetics theory has shown that there are limitations in capturing the full breadth of human cognition and control. The theory describes human controllers as (quasi-)linear, time invariant feedback systems. Successfully applied models are those which consider human behavior in the highly-constrained compensatory tracking task [2] . However, the decision making process is context dependent, with the major literature focused on human-in-the-loop system modeling in the area of aviation and vehicle operation [3, 4, 5] . Furthermore, to address the feasibility issue of calculating the optimal solution for power system operators, and to make this optimal solution initially comparable to real human behavioral data, a simplified power operator workstation model is required. This paper aims to describe an optimal controller with respect to a time-varying power demand for a human-in-the-loop power system experiment. This optimal controller can be regarded as the ideal human operator (i.e., a perfectly-trained operator with no adverse neuromuscular actuation effects) and serves as a training reference model for a future human-in-the-loop power system. We seek to use the optimal model with system operator training programs to reduce the likelihood and impact of operator delay and error. The ultimate goal of this research is to provide a rigorous framework for power grid control engineers to incorporate human behaviors into the control systems they must design.
In this paper, we present a simple power system operator workstation that can stimulate human responses to the kind of perturbations which can occur in a power system. We present a human-in-the-loop system model with elaborated parameters, components, and signals. We develop an optimal controller for the workstation using a discrete-time H 2 -optimal control approach. Finally, we evaluate the performance of human subjects with respect to the optimal controller. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on human behaviors modeling in the controls literature, the role of human operators in power systems, and a brief review of the optimal control approach in the context of power grid. Section 3 presents the methodology to address the research objective, including workstation development, system model description, and optimal controller design. Results and discussions are presented in Section 4, followed by future work and concluding statement in Section 5.
Background
In this section, we will first review studies that model human behavior in various technical systems. We will then focus on the role of human operators in power systems. Lastly, we will propose an optimal control approach that can be used to identify a operator training reference model.
Studies in Human Behaviors Modeling
Extensive research has been conducted on the design of control systems with humans as the input (e.g., pilots) or the output (e.g., consumers) and achieved useful results, particularly in the areas of aviation and consumer products. Some research has been conducted on feedback systems (e.g., controllers) but with limited success in incorporating human behavior into the models of control machinery used to design and optimize systems.
In the controls literature, some research has been reported regarding systems with a human in the feedback loop (e.g., human-directed controllers). A common focus here is the decision-making of human-machine interactions. The goal is to develop an understanding of how human and machine agents can operate as teams to accomplish mission objectives [6, 7] . However, compared with humans acting as the input and the output, research on control systems with humans in the feedback loop is less successful at incorporating human behavior since human characteristics, such as situation awareness, fatigue, panic, workload, experience level, over-confidence, and erroneous mental models can be difficult to model. On the other hand, models such as GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection rules) [8] , ACT-R [9] , and Soar [10] can predict time and mental efforts but offer little for assessing errors.
The Role of Human Operators in Power Systems
In a modern control center, the operator monitors the grid conditions visually in real-time via the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system [11] . They take control when needed and warranted to maintain safety, security and reliability of the power system.
However, human operators can also be identified as one of the contributing causes of power grid cascading failures. For example, machine-driven operator error was found to have contributed to the blackout that affected the northeastern United States and parts of Canada in 2003 [12] . Operator error was also a contributing factor to the 2-day blackout in India in
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2012 [13] . Indeed, approximately 8% of large blackouts, which affected at least 50,000 customers between 1984 and 2006, stem at least in part from operator error [14] . This strongly suggests a need to improve system-wide monitoring, alarms, and most importantly for this work, human operator training.
According to a field study conducted by Obradovich [15] , the operators in the transmission control center are responsible for not only controlling voltage but also coordinating personnel, responding to emergencies, setting and assuring the power flow schedule, etc. They intervene as necessary to regulate power grids and maintain system stability when automation does not function as required or expected. However, human intervention that prevents incidents at the very early stages of the sequence of events are typically not reported [16] . This leads to a lack of understanding of how to improve the effectiveness of the human operator as a preventive safety function and how we improve the interactions between human operators and existing automation systems.
Among the various approaches to improve the human operator performance in the literature, the focus has been on enhancing the situation awareness and the human-machine interface design. Lackman and Söderlund discussed two events, Vandellos/Spain 1989 and Forsmark/Sweden 2006, in which human interventions had a significant positive effect on the event outcomes [16] . They recommended adjusting the automation to an optimum level such that operators are aware of the situation and are involved in decision making. They also recommended actively observing real-life human machine interactions to enhance our knowledge of effective human interventions. Some researchers in the field of human-computer interaction (HCI) have since focused on improving interactions between humans and computers/machines in three ways: 1) using humans working on those interfaces and analyzing the types of errors made [17] ; 2) using guidelines and heuristics to evaluate user interfaces [18] ; 3) using models of the human to improve the efficiency of tasks given a specific interface. HCI researchers have also developed techniques to investigate situation awareness using displays in large scale systems [19] . To apply these techniques to power systems, it is necessary to establish specific user interfaces and request the individuals to interact with these interfaces to observe and assess their joint behavior. 
Optimal Control Approach in the Context of Power Grid
In advanced control theory, there is a useful class of control systems that include "all stabilizing parametric" controllers, such as the one shown in Figure 2 . With the human operator as a feedback system element, the controller K is comprised of two elements, the automatic control C implemented in hardware/software and H is a model of the human operators. As a whole the controller is described as K = F (C, H). For such problems, the system P , representing the grid, is described by the state space system of equationṡ
and the system transfer functions of P in frequency domain s = σ + j2πf , are given asp ij (s) = D ij + C i (sI − A) −1 B j . It was shown [20] that if the plant P satisfies certain controllability and detectability conditions, then there exists a non-empty set of all-stabilizing controllers K that can be designed such that closed loop system is internally stable and the transfer function from w to z can be optimized. These properties for the system are achieved if the controller H belongs to the space real-rational stable functions of s.
This observation is significant: as long as we can describe the controller H using a similar mathematical construct as the plant P and the control system C, then we are assured that every possible parametric realization of H will give rise to a stable system response to every possible system disturbance.
If we consider P to be a linear time-invariant (LTI) model of bulk electric power interconnection, C is an LTI model of its control system, and H is an LTI model of the human operators, then we can show that it is possible to restrict the behavior of the human operators that could give rise to an unstable system response following a disturbance.
A second important result is that if the output z is designed as a cost function and the closed-loop system connecting C and P satisfies certain conditions, then there exists a unique controller H opt that will minimize the magnitude of z according to some particular norm, e.g., H 2 , H ∞ , for a given input disturbance w. The optimal controller H opt can be regarded as the ideal human operator and its performance can be regarded as that of a perfectly-trained human operator.
Methodology
In this paper we examine a simple prototype of a HCI design, and how human subjects compare to an optimal model of the system. The simple system is not intended to accurately represent a power system. Rather it is intended to facilitate our understanding of how effective the proposed strategy of comparing human operators to a theoretical optimal operator will be in formulating a training regimen for system operators in general.
We propose to jointly describe an idealized power system and its control system using the following procedure: (1) develop a simple power system operator workstation using a real-time simulator which supports system identification on the operator performing simple tasks; (2) design an all-stabilizing controller K for the workstation HCI and place it "in the loop" of the simulator; (3) evaluate the performance of optimal controller, which can be regarded as the ideal operator.
Simulated Operator Workstation Development
To design an optimal controller that can be used to train operators in the power system context, we first established a simple computer-based operator workstation (i.e., simulated power dispatch system), which interacts with human subjects and thus allows us to analyze human control behaviors responding to system disturbances. Human operators will serve as control elements in the simulated system. Their task will be to control the power generator output power to maintain the system frequency at 60 Hz, with the time-varying system load as the stimulus and the current system frequency as the feedback signal (Fig. 3) . The stimulus was selected to be rich enough for system identification yet steady enough for humans to learn quickly. The operator control action for this system can be depicted by the block diagram shown in Fig. 4 . The input is the observation of the signal that the operator is trying to control, in conjunction with an observation noise since the operator cannot observe signals with unlimited accuracy. Based on the observation, the operator attempts to maximize the system performance (i.e., the operator compensation on the diagram), which includes the decision-making led by the mental activity and the physical control action (e.g., input device manipulation to adjust the generator output). Similarly, the operator is incapable of manipulating the input device with unlimited accuracy, thus a motor noise is introduced at this stage, which is added to a delay in the operator inputs to the system. The neuromotor lag is due to the band-limited nature of the operator's neuromuscular system [3] ; hence, it does not differ much between simple and complex control tasks. This also holds true for the observation and motor noise. This characteristic suggests that the input delay modeled for the simple workstation would still be valid in complex scenarios.
The optimal control response developed in this paper will serve as the training reference model to characterize the human control led by the mental activity. The optimal solution itself may vary with the complexity Page 3527 or factors of a task, but the methodology to obtain the optimal operator training reference model is expected to be generalized.
System Model
The control system design is determined using the following procedure:
1. A vector of observable states x of the system is identified.
2. The optimal performance objective is identified as a H 2 -norm 1 of a vector z, which can be derived from the observable states x of the system. 3. A vector u of inputs from the controller (i.e., the human control signal) is identified.
4. An input disturbance w is specified.
5. An all-stabilizing controller C defined by the gains F and L such that A + B 2 F and A + LC 2 are stable anḋ
A parametric controller H, representing the human operator behavior, is designed so that the transfer matrix from w to z is given ast 11 (s)+t 12 (s)H(s)t 21 (s), wherê t 11 ,t 12 andt 21 are the closed-loop transfer functions of the system T = (C, P ) taken from (w, ν) → (z, ζ).
The H 2 -optimal control design problem is solved for combined system K opt = (C, H opt ) given the plant P , from which the transfer function for H opt is identified. The parameters of the optimal operator are mapped to characteristics corresponding to the principal response components of human performance, i.e., delays, errors, biases, magnitudes, etc. These can be assessed through monitoring and either modified through a training regimen.
Therefore, a human-in-the-loop power system model can be illustrated as Fig. 5 . The components included in the system are the optimal (human) operator H worked together with the automatic control C, the disturbance response D, the generator response P , the system response R, the measurement noise K n , and the frequency deviation cost K z . Figure 5 . Human-in-the-loop system diagram for a model power system. 
Optimal Controller Design
Based on the system model, we describe the state-space approach to a discrete-time H 2 -optimal control problem for the system shown in Figure 2 according to [21] . The input w is standard white-noise. The challange is to design a controller K that stabilizes P and minimizes the root-mean-square value of z, the H 2 (D)-norm of the transfer matrix from w to z [22] .
The continuous-time state-space model for the parameters given in Table 1 , is given in the standard form
and the optimal operator response transfer function is
= −18.8(s + 0.528)(s + 1) (s 2 + 6.03s + 15.6)(s + 0.023)
Results and Discussion
We verify the performance of the designed controller under two conditions: 1) given an impulse Figure 6 . Response of the optimal operator to a system event.
representing the outage event, and 2) given a 600-second time-varying load representing an usual operation condition. This load sequence is used in the workstation introduced in Section 3.1.
The impulse response for the complete system is shown in Fig. 6 . A disturbance w (an impulse input) is applied to the system, and the controller is capable of stabilizing the system and minimizing the root-mean-square value of the frequency response cost z. Note that the disturbance transfer function D(s) is used to provide the power deviation, including the response from the rest of the bulk power system.
Although human operators are not expected to provide this kind of fast response, the model system provides a very useful baseline with which to study human responses and the susceptibility of operators to a training regimen with a well-known optimal response objective.
We computed the optimal response to a time-varying system load, and then compared the optimal response to the responses of two naive human subjects. The load variation, generator output power (signal p in Fig. 5) , and the corresponding frequency deviation are shown in Fig. 7 . The costs of these response are listed in Tab. 2. The optimal response was smooth and fast, resulting in a cost that was approximately ten times less than that of humans. However, there are observation noise, motor noise, and neuromotor lag on a human control action as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Therefore, this optimal response is an ideal case of only the mental decision making process. Nonetheless, there are some interesting findings from the example human responses. Subject 1 adjusted the system input fast and frequently. On the other hand, subject 2 adjusted the system input more smoothly. By observing the corresponding frequency deviation, a fast input with a tolerance of overshoot in Figure 7 . Example of (a) the optimal response and (b) (c) human responses to a time-varying system load. The black line is the disturbance (i.e., the load demand). The blue line is the generator output (i.e., signal p in Fig. 5 ). The red line is the resulting frequency deviation. The lower the deviation, the better the controller performance.
the output (i.e., frequency deviation) would make the system performance more close to optimal. In this given task, human operators anticipate system outputs and then compare this expectation with the observation (i.e., the actual outputs). They then adjust their control inputs based on their trained response. Operators must be aware of the dynamically changing state of the system load and frequency, and project the perceived status of these elements in the near future. This process involves domain knowledge [23] and situation awareness [24] .
Moreover, mental workload [25] and expertise [26] also could affect the performance. Individuals who know how the system works, have experience in operation, are more alert, or concentrate more on the situation are more likely Operator Cost Optimal 0.017 Human subject 1 0.145 Human subject 2 0.269 to achieve good performance. Therefore, we expect to see individual differences in this power operation task. Indeed, we observed differences between our two human subjects as discussed above. This highlights a need to incorporate these factors into the optimal reference model, or to customize the training program. For example, setting sequential goals for individuals based on the years of their domain experience or on their shift schedule may help us obtain more 'realistic' optimal reference models. We anticipate that the wider domain experience can be engaged in various power control tasks and not just system frequency regulation. Instead of simply responding to events, the role of operators in a modern power transmission network is evolving more towards management and supervision. Operators increasingly forecast and plan to mitigate potential problems (e.g., ramp capacity adjustment), and their experience is assumed to affect their performance.
Furthermore, in this simplified task, human operators extract information from a single source of visual information. However, in a real-life control room, operators need to process various information from different resources with limited attention capacity. Processing multiple or simultaneous stimuli is not a challenge for an optimal controller, but it could impact the human's performance. Therefore, one direction to enhance the effectiveness of the optimal reference model is to take the amount and exposure time of information into account.
Conclusion and Future Work
This research seeks to enhance the power operator training programs by proposing a methodology to design the optimal performance reference model. This optimal controller can be regarded as the ideal operator and serves as a training metric for human-in-the-loop power systems. To make the optimal model comparable with human behavioral data, we have developed a simple computer-based operator workstation, in which a time-varying system load is the stimulus. The control goal in this simplified system is to minimize the frequency deviation. We presented an overall model for the human-in-the-loop power system, and applied the optimal controller synthesis methodology to the model system to design the optimal controller. Results suggest that this optimal controller performed well in response to both the impulse disturbance and a period of time-varying load condition.
The current system design assumes that there are no delays in the human-computer interface. Future work will involve adding a discrete-time user interface and input/output delays. Next steps will also include establishing a mathematical model to describe the human control behaviors, so the training progress can be assessed quantitatively.
This capability is intended to support the development and integration of solar, storage and demand response technologies. These energy technologies present operators with more challenging contingencies and perhaps also more effective mitigation strategies. These challenges and strategies will inevitably become a part of the operator "playbook" and this work is intended to give utilities and control area training programs a technical foundation based on both robust control theory and human-computer systems engineering, all of which supports grid modernization efforts at the regional and national level.
